Process TestLab – The first lab that lets you test your business
processes before implementation.
Minimize risk. Increase performance. Reduce costs.

The sheer number and complexity of

Quality is the hallmark of successful business processes. Dynamic

factors which determine process quality

markets offer as many opportunities as they offer challenges to get it

limit the ability for manual testing. Many
quality and performance problems come
to light only after processes have been

right first time.
The right process design becomes a quality process design only when
it‘s complete, workable and when it allows you to achieve your
process and business objectives.

implemented.
But how will the IT implementation of your process change your

The Process TestLab provides a unique

assumptions? How will changes to the design impact the outcome?

safeguard: validation, quality assurance,

What if circumstances change – will your process still be the right one

analysis, simulation and stresstests.
Identify and assess problems before
they surface in your daily business.

and deliver to your expectations?
These are the issues which determine real process quality and they
require detailed knowledge about the processes you will be running
and managing.
The taraneon Process TestLab is the first lab environment for testing,
analysing and assessing process quality and performance prior, during
and after process implementation. The Process TestLab offers reliable
test and evaluation procedures for all phases for your process
development and management lifecycle, helping you minimize risk,
reduce design and implementation effort and increase reliability and
quality of your processes during the operations phase.

TOP 3 INNOVATION AWARD 2010 for the Process TestLab at the CeBIT

Analysis, risk reduction and increased process reliability:
quick and easy with the Process TestLab

Make these benefits yours:

Changes to business processes can be risky: Independent analysis

independent lab environment to test, evaluate

shows that only 18% of re-engineering-projects reach their

and analyse your business processes even before

objectives. The Process TestLab provides a proven and reliable service

you have implemented them. We offer a range

to help you secure your process objectives.

of tests and assessments to validate and

The taraneon TestLab offers a unique and

measure process quality in all phases of the

Ensure real process design quality

process lifecycle.

The Process TestLab provides a range of tests designed specifically to



Identify process risks during design

help you analyse and ensure the quality of your process designs:



Lower project costs during design and



Tests to check the process logic



Methods to validate business functionality



Pre-checks during hand-over from business to IT

implementation


Avoid time and budget consuming error
handling



Evaluate change impact on processes

Make informed decisions about your processes



Improve the quality of your process design

Need to compare alternative process solutions? Unsure how a



Identify performance risks using stresstest

particular decision will really impact a process? The Process TestLab
can help you by running your processes with different scenarios
under controlled lab conditions – letting you know how your
decisions will impact process performance - even before you have
started to implement your processes.

analysis


Validate conformity with compliance and
governance rule

Let the Process TestLab show you what you can
expect from your processes.
The more you know

Stresstest your processes

about your processes,

How stress-resistant are your processes, what are their risk factors

the more reliable and

and what are the limitations under which they can still provide

successful your business

acceptable performance results? The Process TestLab can provide

decisions will be.

answers to these questions before reality does it for you.

Make the Process TestLab part of your strategy
for success.

Get in contact with the Process TestLab:
taraneon Process TestLab GmbH
Marienbader Platz 20
61348 Bad Homburg v. d. H. (Germany)
Telefon: +49 (0) 6101 30798-0
www.ptl.taraneon.com
contact@taraneon.com

